LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
must fi-ht against the poverty of the people, must try to
tto with the necessaries of physical existence, must
^tively sympathise with and participate in their sorrows,
• order that their appeal to them for living a morally pure
^nd religiously elevated life might touch their hearts and
oroduce the desired effect.
The Master was inspired by his Guru with the idea that
those who had the good fortune to experience the love and
beauty of the Divine character were thereby entrusted by
the Lord with the solemn charge of giving expression,—
within however limited scope it might be—to that Divine
love and beauty in their own character and conduct, and
that this expression ought to be in such forms as might
be easily intelligible to the poor and depressed people.
Charity to the poor is the most appropriate form of
expression of the Divinity in human character and there-
fore the most effective form of preaching the love and
beauty of the Lord to the suffering humanity. Charity,
practised in the proper spirit, blesses those who practise it
as well as those towards whom it is practised.   Truly
religious men whose minds are disciplined to see the Lord
• in the poor and to offer them useful things in the spirit of
worship to the Lord, render effective help in the awakening
of Divinity in those poor people. Charity thus becomes a
dynamic power for the diffusion of spirituality in the
society. '
In the final stage of the Master's earthly life, his
spiritual energy •was directed by the Guru principally into
this channel. He became a Kalpatam,—a wish-fulfilling
Divine Tree. He seemed to have resolved upon satisfying,
to the utmost of his resources, the physical wants of all
poor creatures of the Lord who would approach him with
any demand upon his services. He did not know, nor did
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